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The study in the paper is focused to know the trading methods of European colonies 
during colonial period on different trade occupancies geographies. I covers the 
information about existence of various colonies and their trading motives, methods, 
challenges they faced and revenue they generated while dealing with many policy 
formations, implementation and changes to it due to pressure they faced while doing 
trading in world market where many colonies were involved. It analysis the Export 
import tariffs, free trade, limited access trading applied and changes it has undergone 
in various regions of east, west Africa where France and British colonies were 
involved in trading. It talks about trading policies and extraction of revenue applied at 
Congo and establishment and working of East India Company and its trading aspects 
in Asia. It is an applied research and used secondary sources of data for the 
extraction of information, compilation and presentation of analytical report. It 
concludes by summarizing the major impacts of trading on African and Asian 
countries, the higher revenue production areas and the zones most benefitted along 
with the trading principals.  
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1. Introduction 

The most noticeable catch of colonial period was the colonial trade. The trade started and expanded by two 

supreme European colonies, British and France, majorly in two continents Africa and Asia. Other Europe countries 

involved in this were Belgium, Spain, Portugal and Italy. (Mathew G Stanard, 2017) Etat Independent Du Congo 

(EIC) came as an independent souvenir state for king Leopold II. Belgian Congo was a European creation at Congo 

at Africa across Congo River and African has less interest in grouping on the basis of ethnic, linguistic and 

economical views. Belgian Congo, the EIC, has seen force extraction of natural resources policy. Belgian never ruled 

Belgian Congo completely for trading purposes, however, they strengthen their administration, enacted reforms and 

worked for medical reforms. Before World War I, colonial customs government affected trading and concession 

companies and the custom system of the Free State took place, which faced huge disputes between colonial states 

and trading firms. Colonial states were forced to raise the taxes to meet their own increasing expenses.  

 

The only source of colonial income was custom, import, export duties and taxes. Direct taxation was the 

most important source of revenue extraction. Rubber and Ivory was the major trading commodities during Belgian 

Congo Free period. Spain, rising from medieval period, had no economic policy or trade policy like other European 

countries. Spain colonisation trade was more expanded with Native Americans, where they mainly were involved in 

mining. While, in Asian and African countries they had less trading involvements.   Italian colonial empire reflected in 

the terms of colonies, protectorates, dependencies and Kingdom of Italy. The first company of Italian colonial empire 

was at the coastal town of Assab on the Red Sea, and later the expansion increased to Africa as a colony at Eritirea 

at Red Sea coast, Protectorate in Somalia, and authority of Ottoman Libya. This expansion was in confliction with 

Ethopia. Outside Africa, they spread their colonies to off coast of Turkey, Consession in China and protectorate over 

Albania. Though the period of Italian colonisation in Africa was same, and therefore, in many ways, policies were 

same. However, it differed in a way that Italian colonies focused more on enhancing the glory and overall prestige of 

Italy. They showed no economic benefits from the colonies but believed and enforced fascist doctrines and social 

policies and this has affected the methods of administrations and treatment to Africans.   
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Though French colonial trade in visible during early phase of colonial trade only in Africa, where, British 

extracted through Africa and Asia both. In Africa, French entered with trade monopsonies and forced labour policies.  

Monopsonies is a market place with a single buyer. French used this strategy for reduced prices and to enhance the 

profits to European trade market for agriculture goods or commodities. The British however, entered Africa with less 

extractive policies and in Asia, especially India, with a royal charter received for monopoly to trade in east that is Asia 

for spice market. There always has been an argument that non extractive policies, used by some of the colonial 

powers, contradict in price to producers in Africa, which should be equal to competitive prices. Competitive prices is 

the difference between the world market prices and trading costs. There were always the gap in prices between the 

British and French trading and varied with commodities range. The finding says, African were not always paid higher 

prices by British colonizers for products like cocoa, coffee as compared to French Colonizers. However, African 

enjoyed higher prices from British colonizers for produces like cotton, groundnut, palm oil, and rubber. East Africa 

produces received comparative higher prices from British as compared to French and West Africa produces received 

equal prices from both British and French colonies. French colonies have lower prices for Africans depicting colonial 

extraction policy.  

 

Colonial extraction is the low cost extraction of raw materials by native people which were usually colonial 

government’s administrations. This was considered equal to exploitation colonialism, the immediate financial gain of 

colonial government.  British West African trading area shows the presence of substantial extraction. The prices for 

both French and British colonies upon the goods, were dependent upon the type of commodity and its production 

location. The other factors taken upon were the long-time trading history at West Africa which led to reduced 

operational cost due to higher level of commercialization. Agricultural products were usually taken from farmers with 

less political influence and ability to oppose.  

 

Another phase of British colony trade empowerment was seen with formation of East India Company (EIC) 

under Royal Charter of England queen Elizabeth I. (Dr. Andrew Major, 2017) the agreement had given the solo 

power for spices trading initially for fifteen years under the charter listed as “pursuit of mercantile profit”, and 

:advancement of trade”. Before EIC, Dutch VOC (Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie) has received the exclusive 

monopoly rights to trade with Asia. Both EIC and VOC were founded at the beginning of the 17th century, where 

Dutch dominated the trade with Asia with much high capital of 6.5 million guilders, which was ten times high what EIC 

capitalised. Dutch followed the policy of single –minded commercial aggression. EIC started with joint-stock trading 

company, a limited liability firm, run for its shareholders, with elected 24 Directors to manage the affairs. Rights for 

nomination for election of director were given to shareholder having worth more than 500 Pounds. EIC followed 

commercial policy by which EIC bought goods or metals into India and exchanged them with textiles, spices and sold 

it to their country.  

 

This policy reaped EIC and Britain a huge export currency is Euro 1.5 million in1715 to 5.8 Million euro in 

1798. The major commodity exported from India was raw cotton, raw silk, Indigo and Tea, and food grains. The 

second policy adopted by EIC was Land Revenue policy under which heavy taxes were imposed on Indian goods to 

be consumed by Indians in India to pay for the salaries of Military English men on high positions, and to meet the 

cost administrative and economics costs. Third policy was “The drain of wealth Policy”, under which British exported 

to Britain occupied India and in return India received no adequate part of material of revenue return. The drain of 

revenue from India constituted 6 % of total national income and 1/3 of national savings and constituted 2 % of Britain 

national income. This was the time of Britain Industry revolution and Britain was spending the 7 % of national income 

on this.  

 

2. Europe in Early Colonial Trade:  East Indian Company, France colonial trade till 1799  

The relationship between Europe and Africa was always affected by colonial power trade. British were 

always in favour of free trade instead of controlling the prices on which Africans were trading with the implication of 

monopsonies or forced policies. British learned the ineffectiveness of colonial exploitation in the history of colonial 

power. On the other hand French used their political power to establish trade independent units to gain on world 

lowest market price. French also adopted the policies of forced cultivators and forced labours. African farmers were 

producing in West Africa for their commercial crops. During this time, European plantations were not forced upon 

them. Economy was developing including settlers growing in numbers which called for good administrative control 

and economic support. The care has to be taken that farmers may be able to grow crops with least investments. The 

more favourable condition was the support local farmers were getting, instead settlers is that from African farmers. In 
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east Africa this mode was not seen and therefore, production was more assorted.  The places like Tanganyika, 

Uganda and Kenya saw European settlers and agriculture was based on African farmers. Rhodesia, Nyasaland also 

has seen European settlers. In all these areas, production was still in the hand of African farmers, settlers and 

plantation companies who were involved in trade through European Trading firms for export from Africa to Europe. In 

West Africa, a different concept was growing, wherein, small traders transported goods from African farmers to the 

marketplace to be further supplied to trading companies, which was further moved to port and were shipped to 

Europe. All the profits made out of the differences of the prices in Africa and export market were hardly used for the 

development of African infrastructure. European companies and Europe was majorly benefitted by this as large part 

of profit were transferred there. By 1920, many companies were opened who started exporting from African ports.  

 

On the other French trading companies were supported by protectionist policies of French colonial 

Government which does not supported free trade. This policy favoured the French export firms. In West Africa, 

Equatorial monopsony was formally constituted, other came into existence as matter of de facto or as a 

consequences of economic crisis and protectionist policies. Britain colonial traders also applied tariffs and restrictions 

during the period of depression and world wars. West Africa saw the prominence of three big French companies 

named as CFDAO (French Compagnie Francaise de l’Afrique Occidentale)  SCDQA (Soci´et´e Commerciale de 

l’Ouest Africain) and British United Africa Company owed 2/3  and ¾ the share of the market. UAC is Unilever, and is 

the biggest of the three, and controlled 50 % share of trade by 1920. UAC was active in East Africa.  

 

The onset of world war two gave 90 % share of trade to Unilever for certain assorted commodities (Suret-

Canale, 1971). In east Africa also trading companies tried to control and organise the trade. One such example is 

seen at Uganada, where, the high prices of cotton by African farmers become the matter of concern. This led to a 

controlled market system which was based on oligopoly which were applied to commodities like groundnuts and 

coffee (Tanganyika) (Brett, 1973). The activities of trading companies were supported by colonial administration 

which interfered with labour markets while forcefully applying policies (Hopkins, 1973). This was more a fashion due 

to increase poverty in French unlike British colonies. French introduced compulsory gathering and cultivation of crops 

including rubber and cotton at Equatorial and coca in West Africa. British trade colonies did impose groundnut and 

cotton cultivation even if they believed in free trade policy. Therefore, it is difficult demarcate the difference of 

administrative pressure and coercion policies. Bothe the colonies however used, poll taxes as a compulsion. To fulfil 

the fiscal obligations and to raise revenue for colonial government,   both British and African colonies forced Africans 

to produce cash crops. Hence, the prices which were paid to African labour were lowest as compared to world 

market. The trade data also claimed that the gap in prices cannot be estimated and explained. The effect of these 

different policies on African farmers with their different plan of two colonies thus says that British policies were still 

less extractive.  

 

3. Colonial Trading Expansion at Belgian Congo colonies 

European concession companies paid custom duties as trading and concession companies were involved in 

barter system of trading. They imported bartered product from Europe and exchanged for export of Ivory and rubber. 

DBC (Daumas Béraud et Compagnie) and NAHV (Nieuwe Afrikaansche Handels-Vennootschap) were visible as 

major role players in the market following such system of trading. Other players were CK (Compagnie du Kasaï) and 

SAB (Société Anonyme Belge pour le Commerce du HautCongo). The working system of trading firms and 

concession companes were different. Africans chiefs and collectors who use to collect ivory and rubber commodities, 

were paid with compensations below market prices, from the taxes collected in the form of direct state taxes. NAHV 

was an active company before World War I, have the records recovered. These records however, give the 

statements of tension between Free State and firms in regard of taxes and policies. They maintained annual records 

which can be used to retrieve the information on taxation. The documents are the result of published document 

meant for stakeholders and were biased. Records have the content of general costs, receipts and profits forms made 

and do not explain how the generic income or expenses categories in terms of costs in Africa or profits from African 

trade.  From the records it is evident that SAB was the biggest trading firms in Congo has large stakes in a number of 

concession companies.  
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Table 1 

The fiscal contribution of the SAB in the Congo Free State and French Congo Year 1898-99 

 

Year  Total fiscal contribution 

(1913 francs  

 

Taxes paid to the Free 

State  

 

Taxes paid in French Congo  

 

  1913 

francs  

 

% total fiscal 

contribution  

 

1913 francs  

 

% total fiscal 

contribution  

 

1898  282.000  228.000  81%  54.000  19%  

1899  407.000  382.000  94%  25.000  6%  

 

Tariff burdens can be studied from the documents of two companies CL and MG (Mouvement Géograhique), 

which depicts the picture of costs of custom duties. Asper the documents CL exploited rubber in Lomami Basin. 

 

Export duties were the source of revenue generation to meet ever faster increasing colonial expenditures. 

This was state when colonial control was losing and the revenue was going down and came to level of bankruptcy. 

This led to increase the burden on tariffs by policy makers after each year. Companies affected by this decided to 

relocation to business friendly environments, focusing on other locations of Congo export which were less burdened 

with tariffs and custom procedures. The changes in trading systems, led companies like DBC, NAJV and SAB who 

were abided by customs regulations, to open up another path of smuggling to evade custom regulations. Custom 

department never had good monitory system to control the illegalities. Custom did reported certain incidents of 

neglecting registration, ignorance of isolated commercial agents, which has reported for the companies like Sab and 

NAHV. The system of recording documents was lesser prevalent or maintained. Many incidents has been reported of 

bypassing the custom while importing ivory by SAB, where lesser tariff was applied, and Dutch claimed the attitude 

as “Hostile fiscal” seeing the custom by passing  activities at Angola. 

 

The tariff command did not shove the main transaction firms into exporting diverse commodities that were tax 

less. Table 2 shows SAB major export was ivory and rubber, which was continuous, despite of rising tariff burden 

during the years. Rubber was not important than ivory because of the colonial tariff policy. However, both companies 

DBC and NAHV have continued to export ivory and rubber regardless of colonial customs policies. 

Table 2 

Annual rubber and Ivory purchases of the SAB Year 1889-94 

Source: Annual report of the SAB published in the Mouvement Géographique 

Year Ivory (tons) Rubber (tons) 

1889 50.000 0 

1890 50.000 32.000 

1891 47.000 26.000 

1892 90.000 125.000 

1893 113.500 167.500 

1894 86.250 236.800 

1895 74.763 123.872 

1896 41.625 190.084 

1897 48.820 458.862 

 

The impact of customs tariffs on the types of barter products that trading firms imported is in evident as there 

is hardly any serial data on the merchandise that trading companies bartered for ivory and rubber. Most imported 

barter products were taxed at the same rate. One exception that the Free State restricted the import of arms and 

ammunition in large parts of the Congo. This was a non-accepted condition for NAHV. Table 3 shows that this firm 

imported massive amounts of firearms and ammunition to barter for Congolese produce before the arms trade was 

restricted.  
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Table 3 

Annual amount of firearms and gunpowder imported by the NAHV in the Congo Free State (1884-1888) 

Source: NA.NAHV.145.364 – Letter from the NAHV to the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs (18-1-1889) 

Year Flintlock (n°) Non-Flintlock (n°) Gunpowder (kg) 

1884 35.414 216 486.000 

1885 21.216 192 236.000 

1886 19.582 0 216.000 

1887 12.030 270 285.000 

1888 32.301 89 370.000 

Total 120.543 767 1.593.000 

 

Gunpowder made up 8% of the total value of the barter products that the NAHV imported between 1880 and 

1889; firearms made up 3%.31 Gunpowder was so important that the firm even owned shares in a gunpowder 

factory. Guns were the key import to buy ivory in the Congolese interior. Many chiefs simply did not sell tusks in 

exchange for other barter products. 

4. European Trading expansion policies in Africa and Asia   

When combining together all commodities, colonies, and years, prices in British traded Africa were about 

44% higher than in French traded Africa. This has resulted important differences in the prices trajectories in trading 

history. By 1920, British prices were not pointedly diverse than French prices. The gap between the two formed and 

increased during the 1920s, it then decreased in the early 1930s, which further increased again by the end of the 

period. It is stimulating to sign that whenever the gap increased, it is because British prices remained persistent, 

while there is decrease in French prices. There were large differences in the prices of commodities. 

 

Peanuts and palm kernels were sold on average at 11 £ per ton, palm oil at 19 £, cocoa at 35 £, one ton of 

coffee or cotton was valued around 60 £, while rubber reached over 130 £ per ton. The raised prices in the British 

colonies did not depend on the higher value of commodities produced, as British prices were higher in both low-value 

commodities like groundnuts and oil palm and high-value commodities like rubber. The prices in the British colonies 

were not always bigger. For the commodities like coffee and cocoa, the British and French prices were same. This 

has led non constant relationship between British and France. But this changed over time, within each commodity. 

The commodity-regressions has seen in early colonial era before 1919, the 1920s, decade of full development of the 

colonial system, and the 1930s when the African colonies were hit by the Great Depression. The general patterns as 

confirmed for the commodities like oil palm produces, groundnuts, cotton, and rubber had larger prices in British 

Africa, while the prices for cocoa and coffee were usually similar among British and French colonies with some 

exceptions. 

 

 During the early colonial period, the difference in prices was not noteworthy for rubber, for cotton by 1920s, 

and for palm by 1930s. The British colonies had larger coffee prices in the 1920s. The cocoa prices were higher in 

the French colonies during the years. There was gap between French and British prices which was varied for 

different commodities and periods, which was driven by specific regions divided in four main regions: British East, 

British West, French West, and French Equatorial Africa. Prices in British East Africa were superior to other three 

regions, while prices between British Western colonies were not too dissimilar from French Africa.  

 

In percentage terms, Prices in French varied with Europe from 60% for groundnuts and rubber, 70% for 

cotton and palm, 80% for cocoa and coffee.  The extractives of colonial trade was visible here as otherwise by means 

of free trade and free labour, the price to producers in Africa should be equal to the difference between world prices 

and trading costs. Since trading costs were on average about 10% of the price in Europe, it is evident that the French 

colonies extracted largely on groundnuts, palm produces, rubber, and cotton, and was more limited on coffee and 

cocoa. British East Africa priced 40-50% larger with respect to French Africa. At British West Africa, prices were more 

similar to the ones to the French colonies. The exclusion of higher prices for rubber and palm produces with 

increased 30% was not adequate to bridge the gaps with world markets. There was limited extraction on oil palm 

rubber, coffee, and cocoa, and more substantial extraction on groundnuts and cotton. 
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5. British Trading Expansion through East India Company    

Trade policy referred to rates of tariffs, duties, quotas, trade agreements as implemented by government time 

to time, which affects flow of quantity of goods across the country boundaries in the process of import and export. 

These policies will also include changes in exchange rates, investment incentives, taxation, expenditures policies on 

tradable commodities and nontariff barriers of trade.  

During the mid-18th century, the monopolist trading policy of limited access was started between England and 

Asia. The taxes earned were given to monarchs along with the shared of the captured ships with added benefit of 

defence from other European invaders following the first chartered given to England in 1600. This has led to 

insecurities originated due to political instability and fiscal incapacity. The trading policy saw a lot of negotiations due 

to dictates of politics and finances up and downs till the rule of law for elites, which gave political achievements and 

stability to British fiscal systems. After Battle of Plassey, company also took the rights to tax collection in Bengal. By 

1813 when the company lost the monopoly over India giving private traders rights to enter India with few restrictions. 

The Indian market was open due to manufacturers in North England, which was major cause of end of monopoly. 

The fiscal value of the Indian monopoly was going down which effected the trading as custom revenues shrink 

helping the rise in custom value of Chinese tea keeping Chinese monopoly intact.  

 

The East Indian Company Monopoly trade methods which was granted by Queen Elizabeth, with 

shareholders directors was not considered a unique method of trading. Monopoly was common as it offered added 

tax revenues, a source of loan in times of emergency, assistance to home governing body and abroad. There was no 

social implications seen by the implementation of these trading policy and the legal foundation of the EIC was 

considered weak. King James I led secured dealing of company monopoly trading. However later King Charles 

allowed interloper traders to enter East Indian Market. Sir Edward Michealborne headed first group of interlopers to 

discover the countries of China, Japan and Corea for the purpose of trading there. After getting the license 

Michealborne shipped two ships to Asia. Later grant were given to Scottish East India Company and the 

authprisation given to trade in East Indies, The Levant, Greenland under Scottish Royal Seal and not English Seal. 

This was a great threat to EIC, with the operations of two EIC as both paid valuable consideration to leaders and 

promoters. For a long period Monarchy extracted revenue from EIC and dividends shows that trade was profitable. 

Another ride was taken on this trading was a new organisation with Courteen association took license to trade to 

Gao, Malabar, China and Japan. But they were mostly unsuccessful in trading and in the process, damaged caused 

was recovered with increased custom duties on pepper by 70 %. This derived £ 30,000 per year and loan taken for 

the purpose as “pepper loan” which was paid back in instalments by farmers of customs.  

 

The pepper loan has become example through which the company had given loans to the government in 

exchange of promises to grant monopoly freedoms. English civil war had laid a great impact of trading and changes 

which was bought to it. Executive powers were in the hands of Council of State, appointed by leaders of the Rump 

Parliament. The Council worked to weaken the Company’s monopoly. A group of interlopers known as the ‘Assada 

Adventurers’ applied for a voyage to Asia. The Adventurers obtainable a loan of £4,000 to the Council to advance 

their cause. In the same year, the Company also attracted to the Council of State to protect its interests and offered a 

loan of £6,000. The Council of State recommended a merger of the two companies, which was enacted in 1650 and 

became known as the ‘United Joint Stock’ (Scott 1912, p. 120). The United Joint Stock financed a series of voyages 

in the early 1650s, but it was not a success in part due to continual entry by interlopers. During the years of 1670s, 

the East India Company made large profits and its share price rose from around 80 in 1672 to 365 in 1681 (Scott 

1912, p. 139). The financial success of the company, a new group of interlopers emerged who challenged monopoly. 

The interlopers raised £1,000,000 and succumbed an offer to Charles II for a new joint stock company. The offer was 

denied and EIC was granted a new charter. The offer failed due to payment to Charles II, a gift of 10,000 guineas 

(around £10,000) by EIC and promised to offer a similar gift every New Year’s Day.  

 

EIC Starting as a monopolistic trading body, later became involved in politics and acted as an agent of British 

expansionism in India from the early 18th century to the mid-19th century. 

 

Precisely, EIC traded in India in Asian countries with commodities like cotton, silk, indigo and spices. The 

activities extended to the Persian Gulf, Southeast Asia, East Asia, with the involvement in slave labour which they 

facilitated to island of St. Helena, Atlantic Ocean and Angola. During late eighteenth century, trading in cotton goods 
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declines and was replaced by Tea from China with illegal opium trade. The arrow war further increased trading rights 

for Europeans. Here, established the fusion of two as the United Company of Merchants of England to trading to East 

Indies. EIC also came across with regulating act during its trading affairs due to its mis- government of land in India in 

Bengal which has led to bankruptcy and a demand of government loan. During 19th century British had a uniform 

tariff rate on commodities like 3.5 % on cotton twisted yarn, 5 % on rest of the goods imported from Britain. For other 

countries rates were doubled. Export Import duties was not the only source of revenue generation for the British, 

however the major revenue came from land taxes, which was supported during Mughal Reign in  India.  

 

Here again, the fiscal expenditures were higher to revenue generated which led to increased import duties 

which however later was abolished under the pressure of Manchester Chamber of Commerce and it was lowered to 

3.5%. The excise tax was imposed on Indian cotton textile production which remained in force for a long time. During 

the period, the other principal commodities were machinery, raw metals, metal manufacturers, railway materials, 

sugar, iron, steel, mineral oil and millwork. Lancashire cotton industry was biggest in picture for trading. Indian 

imports was always on the higher end, due to technologically advanced commodities, than the exports. During 

depression phase, British imposed huge tariffs barrier to trade with duties of 15% for all British Goods and 20% on 

Non British goods. India’s other major import was silver which accounted for third part of world silver production. EIC 

exported value in precious metal was total of 1/5th. From later 19th century the exports fell down from 67% to 22 %, 

giving a resemblance to Indian economy as third world economy which produces inelastic agricultural goods for world 

competitive market and imports more expensive manufactured goods. Commodity imports exceeded exports by 

nearly 12 to 1.Economic understanding about protection and directive of trade has changed significantly since the 

colonial period.  

 

6. Conclusion 

There had been various trading policies applied during the mentioned years as per the demand of changing 

market trends, expenses on colonies, which lately also affected the taxes slabs which was also overruled by many 

named companies. British not always used less extractive policies. This can be seen with the benefits and costs of 

creating monopsonies and extractive institutions from the point of view of the trading companies. Benefits were in the 

terms of profitability and exported commodity. It was directly related as higher the production of valuable commodity 

by a colony, higher and bigger was share of profit. Hence, the concept of monopsonies was not the case there 

because Africa had a long experience of trade with Europe who had higher experience of commercialisation which 

was further larger in western as compared to eastern region. The volume of trade in East Africa was small until WW 2 

which resulted in rise of bigger trading firms in West Africa.  

 

In Kenya, for example, they were able to get the colonial government to approve policies which favoured the 

internal instead export markets, against the interests of British firms and trading companies. High prices was for 

commodities by settler-producers in East Africa with low value. It was medium for commodities produced by settlers 

in West Africa. African-produced commodities in East Africa, and settler-produced commodities in East Africa with 

high value, and low for African-produced commodities in West Africa. Cocoa, groundnuts, and cotton were low-value 

commodities produced mostly by African farmers both in East and in West Africa. Prices had to be low in British West 

Africa and medium in British East and in French West Africa. Prices in these two regions were indeed similar and 

higher than in British West Africa, even if the difference is not statistically significant. Coffee was a high-value 

commodity produced mostly by Africans in British West Africa and by settlers in French West Africa and in British 

East Africa (Suret-Canale, 1971; Thompson and Adloff, 1957; Wolff, 1974). From the model we expect similar prices 

in British East and French West Africa and lower prices in British W Africa.  

 

While EIC free trade has become the hymn for economic growth since around 1980, in the late nineteenth 

century many nations, including the States actively protected their industries. Protective duties on imports were 

considered essential for the development of new-born industries and at the same time provided a means for 

governments to reward important constituencies. However, the tariff protection remained absent before 1914, and 

hampered the established Indian textile sector. Indian craft industries, including hand-loom textile production, 

continued to thrive in the colonial period. Modern machine production was not always a substitute for traditionally 

processed textiles due to the breadth and segmentation of the textile market. Free trade may not have hurt Indian 

producers, but it certainly did help British producers compete on world markets. For the rulers of British India, free 

trade held philosophical attraction, but it often proved contradictory to the necessities of colonial administration. 
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